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Abstract: Visualizing multivariate data can be challenging, especially for the general public. The
difficulties extend beyond determining how to present the data; they also involve comprehension.
Early literature has identified various methods, including Chernoff’s face, but these methods often
have significant drawbacks, making them challenging to interpret. Subsequently, other techniques,
such as scatterplots, parallel coordinate plots, and dynamic graphics, have been introduced. However,
many of these methods can be intricate to create and interpret, particularly when visualizing high-
dimensional data. Additionally, simultaneously representing discrete aspects (including “space”)
and continuous aspects (including “time”) presents another challenge. This study proposes a novel
approach named the “∆ table” (delta table), which transforms space–time multivariate data consisting
of discrete and continuous variables into a tabular format. The ∆ table is believed to be more user-
friendly for the general public, which is its most significant advantage compared to previous methods.
Finally, we used a case study of the decoupling of the world’s developed, newly industrialized, and
developing economies in recent decades as an example of an attempt to apply the ∆ table.

Keywords: ∆ table (delta table); science popularization; GeoVisualization; multidimensional data;
space–time cube

1. Introduction

As atmospheric carbon concentrations continue to rise, the threats posed by extreme
weather events have become increasingly evident. Governments and private entities world-
wide have shown a growing interest in understanding climate change’s past and future
trajectories. People want to know how data related to carbon emissions, precipitation, reser-
voir levels, electricity supply, and so on vary over time in different geographical regions.
One example could be the expected water-level changes of various reservoirs in a certain
country over the years before 2050. This demand involves visualizing space–time multi-
variate data consisting of discrete and continuous variables. Traditionally, environmental
scientists have employed various mapping techniques, including some classic statistical
charts, to meet this demand. However, modern research often yields large datasets of many
variables due to the quantitative revolution based on powerful computers and limitless
internet. As data become more multidimensional, especially when one of those dimensions
is time, classic statistical charts become less effective in popularizing science. Therefore,
there is a need to develop new visualization methods to satisfy the general public’s thirst
for presenting and comprehending the kinds of information mentioned above.

1.1. History

A variable is a value with changing characteristics, e.g., age and height. Through
the pattern of a single variable or multiple variables’ change, we can observe the change
of characteristic(s). For example, the value of a boy’s age (height) being greater means
that the boy’s characteristics are older (heavier); the values of age and height becoming
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greater simultaneously means that as the boy gets older, he gets taller. Drawing a line
graph is a clever method to illustrate the change pattern of variables. This process is called
“visualization”. Technically, multivariate data can project several different variables into
multidimensional space; therefore, two groups of variables can be drawn in two-dimension
diagrams. However, when the groups of variables increase, the diagram has too many
dimensions to visualize on flat paper. The term “curse of dimensionality” refers to the
troubles encountered in multidimensional data visualization, including finding relevant
projections, selecting meaningful dimensions, and eliminating noise. Extracting relevant
and meaningful information from multidimensional data is complex and cumbersome [1].
However, visualizing such datasets is vital to understanding deep characteristics, especially
those that cannot be observed at a glance [2].

Many visualization approaches are designed to handle multidimensional data. Early
literature used faces to graphically represent points in n-dimensional space [3]. In this
method, the faces’ characteristics (i.e., eyes, noses, mouths) are determined by the position
of the point. Grouping those faces that resemble each other allows for cluster analysis, and
by looking at the sequence of faces corresponding to successive points in time to locate
the places where the faces change characteristics, we can identify time points where a
multivariate stochastic process changed characteristics. Although the “Chernoff’s face”
method has high operability for the researcher(s), critics argue it is the wrong choice for
visualization because differentiating between the faces and comparing their characteristics
are difficult [4]. Further, the correspondence between facial characteristics and the meaning
they represent is hard to connect, i.e., using noses and ears to represent mineral features
is strange. Third, the face characteristics are not (usually) ordinal thus not fundamentally
suitable to represent ordinal data. Finally, readers’ feelings about the whole face may give
them more than the sum of the meanings of their parts. For example, some of Chernoff’s
faces seem angry, but actually, the emotion of the faces does not have any meaning [5].

Because Chernoff’s face method is far from perfect, researchers in the decades follow-
ing its introduction often used other methods to visualize multidimensional data, with one
of the most common ways of displaying them being scatterplots. A scatterplot is a two-
dimensional statistical diagram different from other ubiquitous presentation graphics—pie
charts, line graphs, and bar charts. The classic scatterplot was later adapted to go beyond
simple 2D views and deal with additional data complexity. A similar method is called the
“ternary plot”, designed to display a set of three-variable data in which the values of the
three variables must sum to some constant, usually 1.0 or 100%. Because the three values
cannot vary independently, there are only two degrees of freedom, so that the ternary
plot can show three variables on 2D paper. Another method for adding a third and even
fourth dimension on a scatterplot is to mark the scatters with the different colors and sizes;
among them, a diagram with size-diverse scatters is usually called the “bubble chart”.
The ultimate method to display high-dimensional data is the scatterplot matrix, which
proposed in 1980s [6–10]. For a set of data variables x1, x2, . . ., xk, researchers can display
k dimensions by a k × k scatterplot matrix. Therefore, a scatterplot can display not only
2D data but data with more dimensions. A concept similar to the scatterplot matrix is
used in macroeconomics. Figure 1 shows a four-quadrant diagram in part of an IS-LM
model. In the diagram, if the value in quadrant I moves from IS0 to IS1, it will cause the
values in quadrants IV, III, and II to move sequentially because quadrant I and IV share
the same X-axis, quadrants IV and III share the same Y-axis, and quadrants III and II share
the same X-axis as well. This method cleverly displays the relationship between the four
changing variables. Although the above methods are helpful in some cases, they also have
disadvantages: (a) The classic scatterplot usually cannot display negative values. (b) The
severe limitation of a ternary plot when it comes to summing to a constant makes it not
useful in many situations. (c) The bubbles in a bubble chart may overlap, or there may be
too many to read. (d) A scatterplot matrix makes it complicated to see high-dimensional
data patterns that can only be understood when considering three or more data dimensions
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simultaneously [11]. (e) A four-quadrant diagram is only suitable with 4D data and is
relatively unintuitive.
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Inselberg and Dimsdale [12] proposed another method called the “parallel coordinates
plot”. In a parallel coordinates plot, each dimension is represented by a vertical line, and
the points belonging to the same data are connected as a line. Although this method can
display high-dimensional data, its drawbacks are many as well: (a) the patterns that are
observed highly depend on the order of the vertical line; (b) even when researchers design
a plot with reorderable parallel axes, they have to draw many plots on the paper to solve
the former problem, which leads to another problem of having too many figures on the
paper; and (c) the previous literature found subjects′ ability to see clusters is worse when
data are drawn by parallel coordinates plots compared to scatterplots [13–15]. Showing
a polar version of the parallel coordinates plot can resolve the third problem to a certain
extent. This method is called a “star plot” (radar plot or polar plot), designed to rearrange
the axis of the original parallel coordinates as a star sign and line the points belonging to
the same data. Though a star plot is easier to understand, the first and second problems
of the original parallel coordinates plot are not solved. There is a new limitation: the data
values should all be non-negative and very similar in size, which usually requires rescaling
the variables to a uniform range [16].

Recent technology has provided more robust support to make multi-dimensional
data, such as three-dimensional scatterplots. All the graphics discussed above are static
displays; by contrast, dynamic graphics, drawn by new technology, allow readers to di-
rectly rotate a high-dimensional graphic to reduce its dimensions to a reasonably intuitive
lower number of dimensions [17]. However, understanding 3D scatterplots and even lower
dimensional graphs created by dimensionality reduction from high-dimensional datasets
is very challenging [18], and such scatterplots are difficult for the general public to draw.
For other methods of high-dimensional data visualization, please see Friendly and De-
nis [19]. For the space–time multivariate data, the representative visualization method uses
Cartograms drawn by Geographic Information Systems. Peña-Araya et al. [20] reported
three techniques to display the relationship between two or more variables over space and
time. These methods are currently the most commonly used in scientific articles, but when
the data span a long period, it can lead to overly complex statistical maps. Additionally,
using Geographic Information Systems is not a very basic technique. Therefore, for specific
requirements, a simpler method is needed.
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1.2. Research Aim

From the past to nowadays, visualization techniques are usually based on scatterplots
and parallel coordinates. According to the systematic review by Bertini et al. [1], scatterplot-
related and parallel-coordinates-related methods account for 80%. The above fact intimates
that the researchers are used to displaying multivariate data using scatter plots and parallel
coordinates. This being the case, why do we need to develop a new method?

The first reason is that scatterplots and parallel coordinate plots have difficulty display-
ing “discrete variables” and the year variable. A discrete variable is one type of variable,
as opposed to another type called a “continuous variable”. Discrete variables are finite or
infinite but countable, e.g., gender and customer number. Among them, gender is a finite
variable containing male, female, and others; customer number is an infinite but countable
variable in which N equals 1, 2, 3, . . .. Continuous variables are infinite and uncountable,
e.g., time for waiting and soda’s actual capacity Lin and Chen [21]. In addition, a dummy
variable is a special variable that uses 0 and 1 to replace uncountable but classable con-
tinuous variables with discrete ones. Both axes of classic scatterplots, parallel coordinate
plots, and their similar methods are usually only suitable to display continuous variables;
among them, one of the few methods that can be used to illustrate discrete variables is
the bubble chart. Furthermore, displaying a chronological variable using the X-axis is
strange in classic scatterplots, parallel coordinate plots, and similar methods, even if time
is a continuous variable.

Second, diagrams are usually more challenging to draw and understand when data
have more dimensions, especially high-dimensional scatterplots and parallel coordinate
plots. Plots that display high-dimensional data usually lack legibility. In other words, they
are challenging for the general public to use. It is also vital to introduce a clever method
for science popularization to make diagrams user-friendly for the general public, who do
not have enough knowledge or techniques to draw a professional plot. After all, we must
also recognize that professional software, e.g., SAS, SPSS, R, MATLAB, and ArcGIS, is
challenging to learn.

In summary, this study aims to introduce a new method (after this referred to as the
“∆ table” or delta table) to visualize space–time multivariate data consisting of discrete
and continuous variables for the general public. Discrete variables also include dummy
variables, which transform from continuous variables. The significant features of the
new method are that it can display discrete variables (including “space”) and continuous
variables (including “year”) simultaneously, and the conception of threshold is contained
as well. Under normal circumstances, each place name has no order relationship, so it is a
discrete variable; years have an order relationship and are considered continuous variables.
The details will be addressed in the next section. Everyone can make out their diagram
using spreadsheet software, e.g., Excel. Simultaneously, the chart form is a table that is easy
for almost every reader to understand. The ∆ table is similar to Chernoff’s face but avoids
its original shortcomings, i.e., the categories of scatterplots and parallel coordinate plots. It
is worth emphasizing that the ∆ table is proposed for use in some occurrences without any
intention to replace other previous methods.

2. Developing the New Method

The origin of the ∆ table comes from the concept of the “space–time cube”. The
space–time cube aggregates space–time bins into a three-dimensional grid data structure
of a cube. The X and Y axes are the defined space, and the third axis refers to time. Each
bin represents the total number of data that occurred in that space during that time. If
the researchers do not need to consider the 2D space, the original X and Y axes can be
dimensionally reduced to a flat table (Figure 2), using place names or mileage to represent
spatial variables. The spatial variables can be order-related (e.g., mileage from north to
south), category-related (e.g., cities in different countries), or unrelated, which can bring
readers a different degree of richness of information. Lu et al. [22] and Chang and Tsai [23]
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used this method to map traffic incidents and freeway flow. Differently, this study reserved
bins and put shapes and colors inside them to represent more variables.
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The shapes in the bin are suggested as triangles, “△” and “▽”, which can be used to
display a set of continuous variables if the value has increased or decreased compared to
the previous bin (i.e., the left-side column in the same row). Not only does the triangle have
a tip that can point in the direction of change, but the triangle sign is also similar to the
Greek alphabet uppercase delta “∆”, which at most times means “change” in mathematics;
so, the triangle sign can quickly help readers think about its meaning. If the value does not
change, the suggested sign is the em dash “—”, which usually refers to letters or words
that have been omitted to display that there is no change. Another suggestion is that
researchers can define a threshold to decide if the triangle sign is hollow or solid (i.e., “▲”
and “▼”) because the readers can only see the change direction of value rather than the
actual value in a ∆ table. For some variables that represent a specific feature below a certain
level, this design can highlight the presence or absence of that feature. For example, if a
triangle sign represents the water level of a reservoir, a solid/hollow triangle can be used
to represent whether the water level is lower than the dead water level (water shortage) or
not; if the triangle sign represents the air quality index, a solid/hollow triangle can be used
to represent whether air quality surpasses a dangerous level or not. Moreover, the color of
bins is another crucial component of this kind of chart, which displays a set of discrete or
dummy variables. Although the number of colors is not limited, more than three may not
be suitable due to potential confusion.

Table 1 is an example of a ∆ table with fabricated data on the coronavirus disease 2019
(COVID-19)-case growth rate in each district in three cities. The “△” and “▲” (“▽” and
“▼”) in the particular bin mean that the value has increased (decreased) compared to the
bin in its left-side column and the same row. The triangle is solid if the value is larger than
1%, which indicates significant change; otherwise, it is hollow. If the death-cases growth
rate in a district is more than the average of the whole country in the same month, the bin
will be filled with grey. According to Table 1, many messages were delivered, including:

• For a specific row, the changes with time in a specific district are clearly visible. For
example, the COVID-19-cases growth rate in district A changed from severe to slightly
increasing; however, the death-case rate remained above the whole country’s average
without significant change;

• For a specific column, the situations of all cities in a specific month are clearly visible.
For example, the COVID-19-case growth rates were increasing severely, and the death-
cases growth rates were above the whole country’s average in cities X and Y in January.
The situation in city Z was not that serious in the same month;

• The situation in a specific space and time is shown for a particular bin. For example,
in January, district A showed severe increases in COVID-19-case growth rates and a
higher death-case growth rate than the averages of the whole country;

• Two sets of variables displayed by triangles and bin color can be combined to produce
additional meaning. Therefore, the cumulative number and frequency of occurrences
of that additional meaning at a particular time or place can be calculated. For example,
suppose COVID-19 cases increase more than 1% and death-cases are higher than the
nationwide average at the same time. In that case, it means the epidemic situation is
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“very severe” (i.e., “
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Table 1. The ∆ table contains fabricated data of COVID-19-case growth rate.

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
Dist. A, City X ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ △ △ △ △ △ △
Dist. B, City X ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ △ △ △ △ △ △
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Dist. H, City Z ▽ ▽ ▽ ▽ ▽ ▽ △ △ △ △ △ △
Dist. I, City Z ▽ ▽ ▽ ▽ ▽ ▽ △ △ △ ▲ ▲ ▲

In summary, the classic ∆ table is suitable for visualizing space–time multivariate data
consisting of discrete and continuous variables. The space (time) variable is displayed as the
discrete (continuous) variable. Generally, although spatial variables are treated as discrete
variables, more information can be seen if there are categorical or ordinal relationships
between spaces. In addition, at least two variables can be displayed in the table. One
of them must be a continuous variable that represents their change with time by “△”,
“▽” and “—”; the option of using a hollow or solid triangle (“▲” and “▼”) is used to
display whether the change surpassed the threshold to compensate for the disadvantage
that the actual value cannot be shown in the ∆ table. If the actual value is so vital that
it must be shown, the ∆ table may not be suitable, and a line graph is the proper choice.
Displaying the color of bins could represent discrete or dummy variables (transform from
the continuous variable). It is worth noting that the color of bins might hide information
put in the bins. If the variable displayed by triangles is essential, the bin’s color should be
lighter to emphasis the triangles; otherwise, the bin’s color should be darker to highlight
the bin itself (Figure 3).
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3. Case Study Example

As the global population increases and the need for industrial and commercial activi-
ties grows, the human community must obtain more energy and resources to maintain the
living environment. Generally speaking, the higher the economic development (usually
referred to by gross domestic product, GDP), the higher the consumption of energy and
resources. Both usually couple with each other. How to break their coupling has become
an essential goal for countries worldwide. The Organization for Economic Cooperation
and Development once listed the “decoupling” of economic growth and environmental
stress (ES) as the primary goal in the first decade of the 21st century Ruffing [24]. More
and more studies, including Vehmas et al. [25], have proposed methodologies to assess
decoupling. They used Figure 4 to define the de-linking and re-linking between ∆GDP
and ∆ES. Strong de-linking is where ∆GDP is positive, ∆ES is negative, and ∆(ES/GDP)
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is less than zero. Expansive re-linking is where both ∆GDP and ∆ES are positive, and
∆(ES/GDP) is more than zero. In practice, strong de-linking means economic growth is
achieved through more efficient technology and reduced pressure on the environment;
expansive re-linking means that economic growth is obtained through more inefficient
technology with increasing environmental pressure. The original table in Vehmas et al. [25]
displayed six countries/regions. Their table has some features and drawbacks; one is
that the ∆GDP, ∆ES, and ∆(ES/GDP) are displayed as three independent columns, so the
authors cannot display data each year to avoid having too many columns on the table.
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As a result, we introduce the survey of (de)coupling as a case study to apply our
new visualization method to demonstrate the usefulness of the ∆ table. First, we collected
data from open sources, including the annual consumption of natural gas, annual coal
consumption, annual oil consumption, annual biomass energy consumption, greenhouse
gas emissions, total waste production, and resource (metallic substances, water, fertilizer,
and power) consumption, which are chosen to present the ES. Among them, power con-
sumption is the most suitable indicator for ES since other data have not been available
for long enough. The datasets of power consumption come from the United States En-
ergy Information Administration, and the datasets of GDP come from the World Bank.
At the same time, we also filtered all economies to select a representative one for three
categories: developed, newly industrialized, and developing. Due to incomplete data,
many economies were excluded from the selected list. Only fourteen economies seemed to
be suitable to be involved in our research. Then, we used a comprehensive cluster analysis
of various indicators and divided selected economies into three groups. United States,
Germany, United Kingdom, Norway, Netherlands, and Japan are examples of developed
economies; South Korea and Taiwan represent newly industrialized economies; and the
developing economies include Brazil, India, China, Thailand, the Philippines, and Saudi
Arabia. Among them, the per capita annual income of USD 30,000 is a significant boundary
between developed and other economies.

Table 2 is the survey result, visualized as a ∆ table. It contains multi-variable data on
space (economies), time (1983–2014), GDP, and the ES (which is referred to by electricity
consumption per capita). The triangles represent the change in GDP and are filled in
with black if the ∆(ES/GDP) is negative. The color of the bins represents the change
of ES, and the colors only include white and gray. As a result,
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Table 2. An example of a ∆ table displaying the (de)coupling trends in selected economies.

83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14

United States ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▼ △ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲
Germany ▽ ▽ △ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▼ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▽ ▲ ▲ ▽ ▽ ▲ ▽ ▽ ▽ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▽ △ ▲ ▽ ▲ ▲

United Kingdom ▽ ▽ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▽ ▲ ▲ △ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▽ ▽ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▽ ▽ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲
Norway ▽ △ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ △ ▲ ▽ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▽ ▽ ▲ ▲ △ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▽ ▲ ▲ △ ▲ ▽

Netherlands ▽ ▽ ▽ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▽ ▲ △ ▲ ▽ ▲ ▲ ▽ ▽ ▲ ▲ ▽ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▽ ▽ ▲ ▽ ▲ ▲
Japan ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▽ △ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▽ ▽ ▽ ▲ ▲ ▽ ▽ ▲ ▲ ▽ ▽ ▽ ▲ ▲ △ ▲ ▲ ▽ ▽

South Korea △ ▲ △ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ △ ▲ △ ▲ △ ▲ △ ▽ ▽ ▲ △ ▽ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▽ ▽ ▲ ▲ △ ▲ ▲
Taiwan △ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ △ ▲ ▲ △ △ ▽ ▲ △ ▽ △ △ ▲ ▲ △ ▲ ▲ ▽ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲
Brazil ▲ ▽ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▽ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ △ ▽ ▽ ▲ ▽ ▽ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▽ ▲ ▲ ▽ ▽ ▽
India ▲ ▽ ▲ △ ▲ △ ▽ ▲ ▽ ▲ ▽ ▲ ▲ ▲ △ ▽ ▲ △ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▽ ▲ ▲ △ ▽ △ ▲
China ▲ ▲ ▲ ▽ ▽ ▲ ▲ △ △ △ △ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ △ △ △ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲

Thailand △ △ ▽ ▲ ▲ ▲ △ ▲ ▲ △ ▲ ▲ ▲ △ ▽ ▽ ▲ ▽ ▽ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▽ ▲ ▲ △ ▲ ▽
Philippines ▽ ▽ ▽ ▽ ▲ ▲ △ ▲ ▼ ▲ △ △ ▲ ▲ ▽ ▽ ▲ ▽ ▽ ▲ △ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▽ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲

Saudi Arabia ▽ ▽ ▽ ▽ ▽ ▽ △ ▲ ▲ △ ▽ ▽ △ ▲ △ ▽ ▲ ▲ ▽ △ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▽ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▽ ▽
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Finally, Table 2 shows that the patterns of the newly industrialized and developing
economies are similar and remain in a coupling situation. On the contrary, the developed
economies started to achieve strong de-linking after 2008. This ∆ table proves that the
newly industrialized economies should do more effect to achieve the decoupling between
GDP growth and change of ES. Significantly, the differences in many indices, such as
the Human Development Index and GDP per capita, between the newly industrialized
and developed economies for recent decades are increasingly minor. Thus, there is no
excuse not to improve the development model of newly industrialized economies to be
consistent with the standards of developed economies. Furthermore, economies with a per
capita annual income of more than USD 30,000 are all trending toward decoupling, and
the decoupling performance of the developed country group is relatively stable compared
to other economic groups. Among the decoupling types, “strong decoupling” makes up
the majority, indirectly reflecting the effectiveness of these countries’ relevant resource
management policies. It could be attributed to the fact that these economies pay great
attention to and actively participate in international conventions and norms. Moreover, the
abovementioned pattern also comes close to appearing when we use other indicators as
the ES to assess (de)coupling [26].

4. Conclusions

Based on the case study example, the ∆ table visualization method and the analysis of
decoupling patterns provide valuable insights into the complex relationship between GDP
growth and change of ES. A notable finding was that economies with a per capita annual
income of more than USD 30,000 tended to trend toward decoupling. This threshold serves
as a significant benchmark for assessing the potential for decoupling in different countries.
In contrast, newly industrialized and developing economies showed a consistent coupling
pattern. It suggests that newly industrialized economies must make more significant
efforts to achieve decoupling. Such improvements are not only feasible but essential for
sustainable growth. The findings of this case study offer a roadmap for policymakers and
stakeholders to navigate the challenges of balancing economic growth with environmental
preservation in the 21st century. The above patterns and facts would have been almost
impossible to observe if we had displayed these data using other visualization methods.
As a result, our new visualization method has significant value in transferring this kind of
data into information.
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Recently, some studies, such as Dallison et al. [27], have used triangles in their research
articles figures. However, there is still a lack of systematic explanation of how triangles help
to visualize space–time multivariate data consisting of discrete and continuous variables.
This study introduces the methodology of the ∆ table for the general public to easily
generate clever tables that are friendly to both cartographers and readers. In the ∆ table, the
spatial and temporal data compose the main row and column of the table; meanwhile, other
discrete and continuous variables are displayed in the bins of the table. Therefore, a large
amount of information can be presented in a flat table, which overcomes the shortcomings
of previous methods to a certain extent. However, we acknowledge that some limitations
remain in addition to the functional ones illustrated in the main text. First, the ∆ table is
considered to have a gap in making further changes aesthetically. An outstanding design
helps the reader understand the table. Second, the ∆ table has the potential to create more
variant tables with similar styles, for example, by replacing the data in rows from spatial
variables with others. The preliminary idea is to convert the data of 365 (366) days from one
column into a matrix; each row shows data from the first to the last day of each month, and
each column shows specific days from January to December. Finally, follow-up research
could discuss the degree of acceptance of students and the general public in schools and
daily circumstances. This new method should be used in future research to confirm that the
∆ table provides higher understanding and drawing ability for the general public through
Delphi questionnaires, focus groups, or other social experiment methods.

To sum up, this paper points out a target worthy of further research: how to convey
more information to the general public through concise diagrams and tables. After all,
developing the abovementioned technique is essential for helping the public understand
multidimensional data. However, we also need more evidence to make sure the practicality
of new methods.
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